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Entering its 17th year in the bowling business, Lane Concepts is pleased to be 

the recognized leader dedicated to lane maintenance solutions throughout the 

world.  With the release of C1 lane conditioner in 1995, C2 in 1999, Syn-Pro in 

2003, Lubricity in 2008, and Break-Point in 2011. Lane Concepts consistently 

demonstrates their ability to bring leading edge technologies to market.  

Mastering the core competencies of utmost integrity, superior customer 

support, and proven demand for their products has led them to achieve a 

tremendous infusion of loyalty from their marketing partners and customers 

alike, and is paving the way for Lane Concepts to design and manufacture the 

best lane maintenance products in the bowling industry.

We believe that in the long run, superior products and good people really do 

make a difference.  Being 100% owners of Lane Concepts has allowed the 

management team to always put its customers first, and “Do Whatever It 

Takes” to create satisfied customers, while promoting the bowling industry.  

Our pride of ownership and long-term bowling and service backgrounds 

provide for the best environment to do business.  We thank you for taking the 

time to look us over, and if we can be of assistance, please let us know.  One of 

our qualified sales or service professionals will be happy to answer any 

questions that you may have.
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Our lane conditioner success comes from the unique additives that we incorporate into the 

various base oil blends.  These exclusive additives greatly reduce out-of-ranges and machine 

problems, saving valuable mechanic time.  Our products increase the consistency and 

cleanliness of performance by repelling dirt and providing the greatest reduction of carrydown 

available while allowing the oil to “flow back” together once a ball rolls through it, eliminating 

true breakdown.  Oils that are 100% solids or separate in a few minutes to hours cannot 

compete with our conditioners.  When Lane Concepts conditioner was used on the PBA Tour, 

virtually all scoring records were broken, and Bob Learn’s amazing TV scoring record still 

holds true today.  Along with our Green-Earth, Biodegradable Lane Cleaning products, see for 

yourself why Lane Concepts are known as, “The Cure For Breakdown and Carrydown.”

Lane Concepts latest release, BREAK-POINT, uses 

new chemical technology to bring you the perfect 

balance between breakdown and cleanliness.  BREAK-
POINT’s enhanced additive package promotes mid-

lane durability to give you maximum scoring properties 
while reducing OOR’s, pin jams, and ball calls, helping 
to  put your center  “A step ahead of the competition.”

BREAK-POINT is specifically deigned to work perfectly 

in all Sanction Spray Technology machines without 
separation.  No Funk,  No Gunk,  No Goo.
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SYN-PRO’s world famous formula culminated eight 
years of research & development to bring you the 
least carrydown of any oil on the market today.  
Medium friction and maximum cleanliness makes 
SYN-PRO #1 worldwide in the reduction of all 
annoying machine, pin, and ball call issues.

Available in 20, 26 and 40 viscosity for perfect 
application in all of today’s lane machines, 

Even if your center has great scores now, see why 
our oils have an 80% or greater success rate at 
improving your scoring, cleanliness and stop calls, 
providing the best bowling environment possible





Biodegradable, Green-Earth 
Formulas, With Industry 
Leading Cleaning Strengths

Think GreenThink Green





EXTREME CLEAN
DUAL ACTION BALL CLEANER
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DUAL ACTION BALL CLEANER




